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Abstract—For environmental sound classification (ESC), this
paper presents a learnable auditory filterbank based on a
one-dimensional (1D) convolutional neural network with strong
psychophysiological inductive bias in the form of a gammatone
filterbank and an equal-loudness prompting normalization. In the
past, a number of ESC methods based on learnable auditory features obtained by performing plain 1D convolutions on raw input
waveforms for outperforming traditional handcrafted features
such as a mel-frequency filterbank have been proposed. However,
the large number of parameters involved in the convolutions
suggests that these methods will not generalize better than a
model defined by a smaller number of parameters, which is
considered in this paper. Here, a learnable gammatone filterbank
layer consisting of 1D kernels represented by a parametric form
of the bandpass gammatone filters is proposed for acquiring a
time-frequency representation of the raw waveform. A normalization with learnable parameters that control the trade-off between
energy equalization and structure preservation in the spectrotemporal domain is proposed. To verify the effectiveness of the
considered network and the normalization, ESC experiments on
the ESC-50 and UrbanSound8K datasets were conducted. Compared to other state-of-the-art networks, the considered network
performed better on the two datasets. In addition, an ensemble
architecture achieved further performance improvement.
Index Terms—ESC, CNN, LGTFB, EN

I. I NTRODUCTION

E

NVIRONMENTAL sound classification (ESC) is the task
of classifying an environment according to its ambient
sound [1]. Owing to its applicability to tasks such as audio
content retrieval [2], acoustic surveillance (e.g., traffic collision
monitoring) [3], and sound visualization as assistive technology [4], ESC has received considerable interest from both the
signal processing and machine learning research communities.
Various algorithms based on signal processing and machine
learning have been applied to the problem, including matrix
factorization [5]–[7], dictionary learning [8], [9], wavelet filterbanks [9], [10], and deep neural networks [11]. As in many
other fields such as computer vision and natural language
processing, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [12] have
shown outstanding performance for ESC [13]–[21].
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A number of CNN-based methods for ESC have been
proposed, which can be categorized into two classes depending
on whether handcrafted features are used. In one class, ESC is
performed on the output of a handcrafted auditory filterbank,
such as a mel-frequency filterbank (MelFB), which provides
time-frequency representation of a given raw waveform. The
mel-frequency scale is incorporated to reflect human auditory
perception, and it is often used to represent signals such
as speech and music, which are generated for human hearing. Environmental sounds are naturally occurring sounds,
so human auditory-based processing may not be the most
appropriate for ESC. The other class of CNN-based methods
takes the raw input waveform and tries to find effective
data-driven one-dimensional (1D) filters for best representing
the input for classification. Supervised [15], [16], [18]–[21]
and unsupervised [17] approaches have been proposed for
ESC. In every one of these approaches, blindly outperforming
handcrafted feature extraction without substantive inductive
bias requires a large number of learnable parameters. The
motivation behind this paper is that a more efficient use of
the training data may lead to better generalization.
This paper presents a learnable auditory filterbank based
on CNN with psychophysiological inductive bias in the form
of a gammatone filterbank [22] and an equal-loudness [23],
[24] prompting normalization for ESC. Inductive bias with
a model defined by a smaller number of parameters leads to
more efficient use of the training data and better generalization
[25], [26]. Here, a learnable gammatone filterbank (LGTFB)
layer consists of a fixed number of 1D gammatone filters,
where each filter is defined by a unique center frequency and
bandwidth that is learned in an end-to-end manner. In [27], it
was shown that 1D convolution parameter initialization with
a handcrafted gammatone filterbank [22] improves speech
recognition performance compared to random initialization.
To cover the full audible range from 0 to Nyquist rate in an
ordered manner, each center frequency of the gammatone is assigned to a learned frequency region in the full audible range.
A multi-scale extension of the LGTFB layer is introduced
by including an additional axis with multiple bandwidths at
each center frequency to provide a range of possible timefrequency resolutions. The LGTFB is implemented only in the
first layer of the CNN as it replaces the handcrafted auditory
filters in previous methods [13], [14]. Moreover, an equalloudness normalization (EN) with learnable parameters that
control the trade-off between energy equalization and structure
preservation in the spectro-temporal domain is proposed.
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bisection splits are based on a binary tree parameterized by
p
p
−1
{{θkp }2k=1 }P
p=0 , where P and θk ∈ [0, 1] are maximum level
and the k-th bisection splitting parameter at the p-th level,
respectively leading to 2P overall splits. The k-th split width
at the p-th level ∆fkp is(obtained recursively as follows:
p−1
if k is odd
θdk/2e
p−1
,
(2)
×
∆fkp = ∆fdk/2e
p−1
1 − θdk/2e else
where dze denotes the smallest integer value that is bigger
than or equal to z. Here, ∆f10 = 1. Finally, the k-th center
frequency is determined as the sum of the split width from
the first split to the k-th split at the P -th level as follows:
k
X
1
fk =
∆fiP ×
.
(3)
2Ts
i=1
Fig. 1. Example gammatone filter with ck = 3, bk = 50, fk = 1320,
and Ts = 1/44100. First row: gamma envelope; second row: sinusoidal
tone; third row: impulse response of the gammatone filter; fourth row: log
magnitude frequency response of the gammatone filter.

II. M ETHOD

When P = 2, θ10 = 1/4, θ11 = 3/10, θ21 = 1/3, Ts = 1/8000,
we obtain f1 = 300, f2 = 1000, f3 = 2000, and f4 = 4000.
Given a discrete-time audio signal x[n], a multi-scale
LGTFB activation is given as follows,
X
S[t, k, l] =
gk,l [m]x[s · t + m],
(4)
m

A. Learnable Gammatone Filterbank Layer
A 1D convolutional layer referred to as the LGTFB layer is
constructed from kernels represented by a parametric form of
the gammatone filters to obtain time-frequency representation
of the waveform. The gammatone filter is a linear filter
described by an impulse response that is the product of a
gamma envelope and sinusoidal tone. For K filters with length
N , the k-th LGTFB filter at the n-th discrete-time is given as
gk [n] = ak (nTs )ck −1 e−2πbk nTs cos(2πfk nTs + φk ),

(1)

where ak , ck , bk , fk , φk , and Ts are the amplitude, order,
bandwidth, center frequency, phase, and sampling interval,
respectively. The amplitude, ak , is constrained to satisfy
P
2
n (gk [n]) = 1. By using the peak location of the gamma
k −1
envelope dk = c2πb
, the phase of the tone is corrected
k
by φk = −2πfk dk to align a peak location of the tone to
the peak location of the envelope [28]. The parameter set
{ck , bk , fk }K
k=1 for the LGTFB layer with K frequency bins is
learned in an end-to-end manner. The size of the parameter set
is generally much smaller than the size of the 1D convolution
kernels that are directly learned in previous learnable auditory
networks [15]–[20]. Fig. 1 shows an example gammatone filter.
To construct a richer time-frequency representation of the
sound signal, a multi-scale extension of the LGTFB layer is
proposed. In the gammatone filter, the gamma envelope can be
considered as a window function. Multiple gamma envelopes
can be used to relax the limitation of time-frequency resolution
when using a single window. At each sinusoidal tone having a
center frequency fk , L gamma envelopes with {ck,l , bk,l }L
l=1
are utilized, where the subscript l represents the index in the L
scales. The learnable parameter set of the multi-scale LGTFB
layer is {ck,l , bk,l , fk }K,L
k=1,l=1 .
To cover the full audible range in an ordered manner, each
center frequency is calculated by accumulating spectral-range
splits obtained by performing a number of bisection splits
on the full audible range in a learned manner. The recursive

where gk,l and s are the k-th LGTFB filter with the l-th
scale and stride size, respectively. The final time-frequency
representation is obtained by taking the logarithm of its
absolute value,
X[t, k, l] = log (|S[t, k, l]| + 1) .

(5)

The logarithm compresses the dynamic range of the LGTFB
output.
B. Equal-loudness Normalization
Motivated by the equal-loudness characteristics in many
mammalian auditory systems [23], [24], a time-frequency normalization conducive to ESC is proposed. Different normalizations lead to different trade-offs between energy equalization
and structure preservation, which ultimately leads to different spectro-temporal profiling. The proposed normalization
referred to as EN learns weighted statistics of R different
time-frequency regions to find a learned trade-off between
energy equalization and structure preservation for ESC, which
is similarly considered in [29], [30]. The mean and variance
at tuple (t, k, l) is defined from the statistics at nearby timefrequency regions with learnable weights {αr , βr }R
r=1 as
µ[t, k, l] =

R
X

X

(t,k)

r=1

σ 2 [t, k, l] =

αr

R
X

Nr

βr

X

(t,k)

r=1

Nr

X[i, j, l],

(6)

(t,k)
[i,j]∈Nr

(X[i, j, l] − µ[i, j, l])2 ,

(t,k)

[i,j]∈Nr

(7)
(t,k)

where R and Nr
are the number of considered timefrequency regions and a time-frequency region, respectively.
The normalized time-frequency representation by EN is evaluated as follows:
X[t, k, l] − µ[t, k, l]
,
(8)
X̄[t, k, l] = p
σ 2 [t, k, l] + 
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TABLE I
C ONFIGURATION OF THE PROPOSED MODEL . DATA SHAPE REPRESENTS
THE DIMENSIONS IN THE FORM ( TIME , FREQUENCY, CHANNEL ).
Layer

k-size

stride

# of filters

INPUT
LGTFB
POOL0

(2048,1)
(2,3)

(256,1)
(2,3)

384*3

(260, 384, 3)
(130, 128, 3)

(5,5)
(4,2)
(5,5)
(4,2)
(5,5)
(4,2)

(1,1)
(4,2)
(1,1)
(4,2)
(1,1)
(4,2)

32

(130, 128, 32)
(32, 64, 32)
(32, 64, 64)
(8, 32, 64)
(8, 32, 128)
(2, 16, 128)

EN

(130, 128, 3)

CONV1
POOL1
CONV2
POOL2
CONV3
POOL3

64
128

temporal pooling with flattening
FC4
FC5
Fig. 2. Normalization examples. Top-left: original data; top-right: spectral
(t,k)
energy normalization (SEN, N1
); bottom-left: temporal energy normal(t,k)
); bottom-right: local spectro-temporal energy normalization (TEN, N2
(t,k)
ization (LSTEN, N3
).

where  is a small constant for numerical stability.
(t,k)
Here, three different time-frequency regions {Nr }3r=1
are considered for normalization:
(t,k)
1) N1
= {[i, k] | i ∈ {1, · · · , t, · · · , T }},
(t,k)
2) N2
= {[t, j] | j ∈ {1, · · · , k, · · · , K}},
(t,k)
3) N3
= {[i, j] | max(|i − t|, |j − k]) ≤ D},
(t,k)

where T is the temporal length. When considering only N1 ,
the normalization equalizes the energy across the spectral domain (each frequency bin will have equal statistics) while losing the spectral structure but preserving the temporal structure.
This is similar to instance normalization [31]. When consider(t,k)
ing only N2 , the normalization equalizes the energy across
the temporal domain (each time will have equal statistic)
while losing the temporal structure but preserving the spectral
(t,k)
structure. When considering only N3 , the normalization
equalizes the local spectro-temporal energy within D (9 in this
paper) distance away while losing the fine spectro-temporal
structure. This is similar to local response normalization [32].
Fig. 2 shows examples of various normalizations for the
synthetic input X[t, k] = exp(−0.01k) × sin(2πk/32)2 ×
sin(2πt/32). The normalization parameters {αr , βr }R
r=1 that
control the trade-off between energy equalization and structure
preservation in the spectro-temporal domain are learned.
C. Classification Network
We let the class label of input x be y ∈ {1, · · · , C} where
C is the number of sound classes to be classified. Using a
classification network parameterized by Θ consisting of five
components - (1) an LGTFB layer followed by (2) an EN layer,
(3) three 2D convolutional layers with max-pooling layers,
(4) a temporal average pooling with flattening layer, and (5)
two fully connected layers - the estimate of the conditional
probability of class p(y|x, Θ) is obtained from the input x.
Table I gives the detailed configuration of the network.
Each of the three 2D convolutional layers consists of the
following components: 2D convolution, batch-normalization,
and a rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function. The

data shape
(66,650, 1, 1)

256
# of classes

(1, 1, 2048)
(1, 1, 256)
(1, 1, # of classes)

2D convolutional layers are followed by max-pooling layers
to reduce the size of feature maps and to obtain robustness
against local time-frequency transitions of sound components.
The temporal average pooling with a flattening layer converts
the 2D CNN feature map having variable temporal length to a
fixed-size feature map. The first fully connected layer consists
of a fully connected linear transform, batch-normalization,
and a ReLU activation function. The second fully connected
layer includes a fully connected linear transform and a C-way
softmax function leading to p(y|x, Θ).
The model parameter set Θ of the LGTFB layer and the
subsequent layers is learned in an end-to-end manner by
minimizing the cross-entropy loss function between the model
prediction distribution p(y|x, Θ) and the ground truth label
distribution p(y). To avoid over-fitting, where the network does
well in predicting the training data but not the test data, audio
data augmentation [14], [33], dropout [34], weight decay, and
mix-up [35] were conducted.
A. Setup

III. E XPERIMENTS

Two datasets are used for ESC. The first dataset is ESC-50
[36], which consists of 2000 labeled environmental recordings
equally balanced between 50 classes. . The length of each
recording is 5 seconds. The second dataset is UrbanSound8K
(US8K) [37], which is a collection of 8732 short (i.e., less
than 4 seconds) excerpts of various urban sound sources. The
clips have different sampling rates, quantization levels, and
channels. All waveforms are resampled to have sampling rates
of 44.1 kHz, 16-bit quantization, and mono-channel sound.
For training the proposed model, the objective function
is minimized via the Adam [38] optimizer with a constant
learning rate of 0.0001. The l2 -regularization is applied to
the weights of the fully connected layer with a penalty factor
of 0.001. The mix-up rate is set to 0.2. Each mini-batch
consists of 100 raw waveforms randomly selected from the
training data and cropped to have sample lengths of 66650
(approximately 1.5 seconds). For the LGTFB, P = 7 leads to
128 frequency regions. Each region is evenly divided into three
parts to obtain 384 filters. The number of gamma envelopes
is set to L = 3. These hyperparameters are found empirically.
The model is trained for 150 (ESC-50) and 50 (US8K)
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TABLE III
ESC ACCURACIES WITH VARIOUS NORMALIZATIONS .

Magnitude (dB)

50
100

Norm.
Region

150

ESC-50 85.4±0.5 84.7±0.6 81.6±0.5 85.0±0.3
US8K
80.4±0.3 82.5±0.6 77.0±0.5 81.0±0.2

200
250

0

5000

10000
Frequency

1299Hz_scale1
1299Hz_scale2
1299Hz_scale3

50
75
Magnitude (dB)

15000

20000
11353Hz_scale1
11353Hz_scale2
11353Hz_scale3

100
125
150
175

SEN
(t,k)
N1

TEN
(t,k)
N2

LSTEN
(t,k)
N3

EN
(t,k) 3
}r=1

{Nr

86.2±0.7
83.4±0.2

Table III presents ESC results based on the LGTFB-ENCNN by changing EN to other normalizations (NO, SEN,
TEN, and LSTEN). Here NO denotes no normalization. For
both datasets, EN showed the best performance among the
compared normalizations. For the ESC-50, SEN, TEN, and
LSTEN showed worse results than NO. However EN with
learned parameters achieved the best performance. For the
US8K, SEN and LSTEN showed better performance than NO,
but EN showed even more performance gain.
TABLE IV
ESC ACCURACIES WITH VARIOUS ARCHITECTURES .

200
225
0

5000

10000
Frequency

15000

20000

Fig. 3. Log magnitude spectrums of the learned gammatone filters. Top:
gammatone filters with a single scale (evenly sampled for visibility); bottom
gammatone filters having center frequencies of 1299 Hz and 11353 Hz with
three scales.

epochs and is checkpointed after each epoch. A validation
set is used to select the trained model achieving the highest
classification accuracy. The averaged classification accuracies
over prearranged N -fold cross-validation with 5 trials having
different initial parameters are reported. The values for N are
5 and 10 for the ESC-50 and US8K datasets, respectively. The
Tensorflow library [39] is used to train the proposed model.
For handcrafted features, the librosa [40] and the Gammatone
Filterbank Toolkit [41] are used. For audio data augmentation,
we include time stretching, pitch shifting, and dynamic range
compression as in [14] by using the MUDA library [33].
B. Results
Fig. 3 presents the frequency responses of the estimated
LGTFB filters obtained from learning ESC-50 dataset. In Fig.
3-top, it is observed that in the low frequency narrow bandpass
filters are arranged densely whereas in the high frequency wide
bandpass filters are arrange sparsely. In Fig. 3-bottom, multiscale bandpass filters with three different gamma envelopes
(leading to three different bandwidths) at center frequencies
of 1299 Hz and 11353 Hz are shown. We can see the distinct
scale (bandwidth) differences among the learned filters having
same center frequency.
TABLE II
ESC ACCURACIES WITH A DIFFERENT NUMBER OF SCALES .
L

NO
-

1

2

ESC-50 85.4±0.4 85.8±0.2
US8K
81.4±0.7 82.3±0.3

3
86.2±0.7
83.4±0.2

4

5

85.7±0.6 85.5±0.6
82.7±0.3 82.6±0.7

Table II presents ESC results of the proposed model
(LGTFB-EN-CNN) described in Table I by adjusting the
number of scales. The use of three scales showed the best
performance among the compared configurations. The use of
more than four scales may lead to overfitting.

Model

ESC-50

US8K

76.9
84.9
85.7
79.8

76.5
79.0
78.3
79.3

MelFB-NO-CNN [ours]
GTFB-NO-CNN [ours]
LGTFB-NO-CNN [ours]

82.3 ± 0.6
82.7 ± 0.4
85.4 ± 0.5

77.6 ± 1.0
76.7 ± 0.4
80.4 ± 0.3

MelFB-EN-CNN [ours]
GTFB-EN-CNN [ours]
LGTFB-EN-CNN [ours]

83.8 ± 0.2
85.0 ± 0.3
86.2 ± 0.7

82.9 ± 0.4
81.5 ± 0.7
83.4 ± 0.2

86.5
88.1

85.8

PiczakCNN [13]
SB-CNN [14]
EnvNet-v2 [19]
AclNet [20]
L3 -Net [21]

ConvRBM+FBEs [17]
MelFB+LGTFB-EN-CNN [ours]

Table IV compares results of different models for ESC on
the ESC-50 and US8K datasets. MelFB-NO-CNN is our baseline model that uses multi-scale MelFB with 512, 1024, 1536length Hanning windows. GTFB-NO-CNN is a model that
uses multi-scale GTFB with a factor of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 times
the equivalent rectangular bandwidth [22]. The LGTFB-NOCNN outperforms MelFB-NO-CNN and GTFB-NO-CNN for
the both datasets. The our models with EN showed better
performances than the corresponding models without EN. The
LGTFB-EN-CNN outperforms the compared models except
for ensemble models. Moreover, an ensemble model with
learned weights of the logits of five MelFB-EN-CNNs and
five LGTFB-EN-CNNs for validation loss (MelFB+LGTFBEN-CNN), showed further performance gain, outperforming
even ConvRBM+FBEs [17].
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an LGTFB layer to extract
time-frequency representation from a raw input waveform
conducive to the ESC task. Furthermore, EN was introduced to
control the trade-off between energy equalization and structure
preservation in the spectro-temporal domain. The proposed
network using the LGTFB, EN, and 2D CNN outperformed
other competing state-of-the-art models on the ESC-50 and
US8K datasets. The proposed LGTFB and EN could be applied
to other sound-related tasks involving deep networks.
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